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SUMMARY 

We obtain for several geometric situations the expression for 

the probability of insufficiently accurate data on the velocity of a 

surface target as a function of the parameters scan rate, nearest 

approach distance of an observatory satellite, the detection radii of 

the radar and the probability of detection per scan.  The actual 

number of observations taken per pass of the satellite Is random and 

in one Instance we give explicitly the expect.»tion of the probability 

of accurate data.  This expectation can be calculated in other cases. 

This paper allows the determination of the capability of the 

radar necessary to produce an acceptable probability of obtaining 

accurate velocity information. 



1.  INTPOÜL'CTION 

Consider an observatory satellite moving in a straight line across 

the plane which at any given time observes via radar a sector of an 

annuius on the surface.  This annulus, with satellite position at the 

center, we call the surveillance ring.  This ring, we consider, encounters 

a target which is also moving linearly in the plane at a velocity much 

less than that of the satellite. 

It is easily seen that if we regard the satellite as being fixed, the 

target still travels linearly across the surveillance ring.  We assume 

for this argument that the satellite is fixed.  Note that from this 

assumption it would follow that the surface was moving which would have to 

be taken into account, if we were interested in estimating the satellite's 

position on the surface.  This particular problem already has been the 

subject of two previous documents, [2] and [3], and we are now interested in 

a different one namely, the prcbability of obtaining good data from the radar, 

Before we proceed further, let us introduce the following notation: 

R   is the minimum detection radius of the radar, 

R-  is the maximum detection radius, 

D   is the nearest approach distance of the target to the ''adar, 

p   is the probability of detection per scan of the target in 

the surveillance ring, 

h   is the distance the target moves relative to the satellite 

between scans. 
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Letting  the derivative with  respect   to  the variable    q     be 

denoted by D • 
q 
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Now 
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Hence 

B(l:N-k.p) - B(l:N.p) 

P 

(2.1.6) 

Qj = B(l:N-k.p) - B(l:N,p). (2.2) 

Thus the probability ot bad or insufficiently accurate data for the 

first case is obtained bv adding Equations (2.1) and (2.2) and Is 

Q2 = B(]:N-k,p) = (N-k)pqN'k"1 + qN'~k 

where N  is given in (2.0.9),  k  is given in (2,1.1) 

(2.3) 
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= B(l:N-k2,p) - B(l:N-l,p) - p q 
2 N_2(k2-l)(2N-k2-2) 

. (^.3) 

Thus, the probability of insufficient data is the sum of (4.1), (4.2) 

and (4.3) which is 

k (2N-k -1) 
Q4 = B(l:N,p) + — j-i  P q   + B(l:K-k2,p) - B(l:N-l,p) 

- p q 
2 N-2(k2~1)(2N'k2'2) 

since  B(l:N,p) - B(l:N-l,p) = -(N-l)p2qN"2 

\-v 7-^ k1(2N-k1-l)   (k2-l)(2N-k.r2) 
- N + 1 

) 

+ B(l:N-k„,p). 

(4.4) 

By   letting     k.   =  k.^,     we   see   this   reduces   to   tht-   preceding  result 

of   tquation   (2.3).     We do  not   bother uitli  the  expectation  of     0, 
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C. = 
i 

{k^NM^NMk^N'}-l) + {ki,N-N
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The probability of three or more detections with the first at the 

r   scan and the last at  r + s   scan by analogy with previous work is 

2.,  s-K N'+N-rr-s-] 
P d-q   )q 

0 

if  r + s ^ N1 

or 

r 2 N" + 1 

otherwise. 

Therefore, the probability of three or more detections with the first 

and last less than or equal  k. units apart is 

k2 N-s 

\? V1  2.,  s-1. N,+N-N,,-s-l/r      „,» , t   „„ . ,^ 
> > p(l-q  )q (fr + s <_ N'l + |r 2 N" + 1^ 

s«l r^l 
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= p S,  '1'<'  ^ ((N-s) + (N-s-N ) j 

s = l 

2^ (,*'     ^  N'+N-N-'-s-l ,„,  ,+ N,+N-N,,-2 ... „,,  .t N'+N-N'^s-l 
p > ^(N -s) q -(N-s) q        ^(N-N -s) q 

fW M" ^   N,+N-N,,-2\ -(N-N -s) q        / 

s=l 
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